Abstract-In this paper we present a new Kalman filter extension for state update called Partitioned Update Kalman Filter (PUKF). PUKF updates state using multidimensional measurements in parts. PUKF evaluates the nonlinearity of the measurement function within Gaussian prior by comparing the innovation covariance caused by the second order linearization to the Gaussian measurement noise. A linear transformation is applied to measurements to minimize the nonlinearity of a part of the measurement. The measurement update is applied then using only the part of the measurement that has low nonlinearity and the process is then repeated for the updated state using the remaining part of the transformed measurement until the whole measurement has been used. PUKF does the linearizations numerically and no analytical differentiation is required. Results show that when measurement geometry allows effective partitioning, the proposed algorithm improves estimation accuracy and produces accurate covariance estimates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian filtering algorithms are used to compute the estimate of an n-dimensional state x. In a general discrete-time model the state evolves according to a state transition equation
where f t is the state transition function at time index t and ε x t is the state transition noise. The state estimate is updated using measurements that are modeled as
whereh t is a measurement function and ε y t is the measurement noise. If the measurement and state transition are linear, noises are additive, white and normal distributed, and the prior state (x 0 ) is normal distributed, the Kalman update can be used to compute the posterior. If these requirements are not fulfilled, usually an approximate estimation method has to be used. In this work we concentrate on situations where the noises are additive and Gaussian so that (1-2) take the form
where ε x t ∼ N(0, W t ), W t is the state transition noise covariance, ε y t ∼ N(0, R t ), and R t is the measurement noise covariance.
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2) Approximate probabilities by Gaussians (Kalman filter extensions) In the first approach one problem is how to choose a good number of point masses. The first approach also often requires usually more computational resources than the second approach. A drawback of the second approach is that the state distribution is assumed normal and unimodal, which makes the estimate inaccurate when the true posterior is not normal. Gaussian Mixture Filters (GMFs) (a.k.a. Gaussian sum filters) can be considered as a hybrid approach that use multiple normal distributions to estimate the probability distributions and can approximate any probability density function (pdf) [1] . GMFs have same kind of problems as the algorithms using point masses in choosing a good number of components. The algorithm that will be proposed in this paper uses the second approach and so we will concentrate on it.
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a commonly used algorithm for estimation with nonlinear measurements [2] . EKF is based on the first order Taylor linearization of the measurement function at the mean of prior. In the Second Order Extended Kalman Filter (EKF2) the linearization takes also the second order expansion terms into account [2] . In contrast to EKF, in EKF2 the prior covariance also affects the linearization. Both EKF and EKF2 require analytical computation of the Jacobian matrix and EKF2 requires also the computation of Hessian matrices of the measurement function. In [3] a derivative-free numerical approximation of EKF2 was presented. The most commonly used Kalman filter extension that does not require analytical differentiation is probably the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [4] . The Gaussian approximations in UKF are based on the propagation of "sigma points" through the nonlinear functions. Cubature Kalman Filters (CKFs) are similar algorithms, but they have different theory in the background [5] . All these methods do the update as a single operation.
Some algorithms do linearizations iteratively to improve them. In the Iterated Kalman Filter (IKF) a Kalman update is computed and then the new mean is used as the new linearization point [6] . This can be done several times. The Recursive Update Filter (RUF) updates the prior with measurement with reduced weight several times [7] . In every update the linearization point is used from the posterior of the last reduced weight update. GMFs can also be considered to be filters that do the linearization multiple times, once for each Gaussian component, and any Kalman filter extension can be used for the update.
In this paper we present Partitioned Update Kalman Filter (PUKF) that updates the state also in several steps. PUKF first computes the nonlinearity of measurements. The nonlinearity measure is based on comparing the effect of second order term on linearization and the Gaussian measurement noise. Computation of this nonlinearity measure requires the same matrices as the EKF2 update and for this we use the derivativefree algorithm for computing EKF2 presented in [3] . PUKF applies a linear transformation to the measurement to make a new measurement that has linearly independent measurement noise for measurement elements and the smallest nonlinearity corresponding to a measurement element minimized, then the second smallest nonlinearity etc. The update is done using only measurement elements that have smaller nonlinearity than a set threshold value or using the measurement element with the smallest nonlinearity. After the partial measurement update the covariance has become smaller or remained the same and the linearization errors for remaining measurements may have also became smaller. The remaining measurements' nonlinearity is re-evaluated using partially updated state. The use of only some dimensions of the measurements to get a new prior and the optimization of measurement nonlinearities differentiates PUKF from other Kalman filter extensions.
The article is structured as follows: In Section II a numerical method for approximate EKF2 update is presented. The main algorithm is presented in Section III. The accuracy and reliability of the proposed algorithm is compared with other Kalman filter extensions and a Particle Filter (PF) in Section IV. Section V concludes the article.
II. EKF2 AND ITS NUMERICAL UPDATE
Kalman filter extensions, like all Bayesian filters, can be computed in two stages: prediction and update. For the state transition model (3) the state is propagated in EKF2 using equations [8] :
where µ − t is the predicted mean at time t, µ + t−1 is the posterior mean of the previous time step, J f is the Jacobian of the state transition function evaluated at µ + t−1 , P − t is the predicted covariance, P + t−1 is the posterior covariance of the previous time step and ξ h and Ξ h are defined as
where H f i is the Hessian of the ith element of the state transition function evaluated at µ + t−1 . To simplify the notation we do not further show the time indices.
The update equations of EKF2 for the measurement model (4) are [8] 
where J h is the Jacobian of the measurement function, K is the Kalman gain, S is the innovation covariance, and ξ h and Ξ h are defined as
where H h i is the Hessian matrix of the ith component of the measurement function. Eqns (9-13) can be turned into the EKF update using ξ h = 0 and Ξ h = 0. If the measurement is linear, the trace terms in EKF2 are zero and the update is the optimal update of the Kalman filter. When the measurement is a second order polynomial the EKF2 update is not optimal as the distributions are no longer Gaussian, but mean (9) and innovation covariance (10) are correct.
In this paper we use a numerical algorithm for computing the EKF2 update that is equivalent to one presented in [3] . Let √ P − be a matrix such that
In our implementation the matrix square root is computed using Cholesky decomposition. Next we define matrices M and Q that are used for computing the numerical EKF2 update. We use notation
, where γ is an algorithm parameter that defines the spread of the function evaluations. Matrix M , whose elements are
is needed for the terms with Jacobian. The matrices
are needed to compute terms with Hessians.
The EKF2 update can be approximated with these by doing the following substitutions:
The prediction step can be approximated by computing Q f matrices (19) using the state transition function instead of the measurement function and doing the following substitutions:
In [9] an update algorithm similar to numerical EKF2 is proposed that uses only the diagonal elements of Q matrices is presented. They state that γ = √ 3 for Gaussian distributions is optimal because it preserves the fourth moment and so we use this γ value in our algorithm.
III. PARTIAL UPDATE KALMAN FILTER
When measurements are linear and the measurement covariance is block diagonal the posterior estimate of the Kalman filter does not change if the state is update one block at a time. In our approach we try to find as linear as possible part of the measurement and use this part to update the state estimate to reduce approximation errors in the remaining measurement updates. When the measurement covariance R is not diagonal a linear transformation (decorrelation) that transforms the measurement so that the transformed measurement has diagonal covariance [10] . In PUKF, we choose this decorrelation so that the nonlinearity of the least nonlinear measurement element is minimized. The prior is updated using the least nonlinear part of the decorrelated measurements. After the partial update the process is repeated for the remaining dimensions of the transformed measurement.
For measuring the amount of nonlinearity we compare the trace term Ξ h with the covariance of the measurement noise:
This nonlinearity measure is a local approximation of the nonlinearity and is developed from the measure presented in [11] , [8] . In [12] it was compared with other nonlinearity measures and it was shown to be a good indication of how accurately state can be updated with a nonlinear measurement using a Kalman filter extension. Nonlinearity measure (26) can be approximated numerically using substitution (23). Numerical computation of a similar nonlinearity measure was proposed in [13] , but the algorithm presented in Section II does the nonlinearity computation with fewer measurement function evaluations. Multiplying (4) by an invertible square matrix D gives a transformed measurement model
We use following notations for transformed measurement model:ŷ = Dy,ĥ(x) = Dĥ(x) and ε y = Dε y ∼ N(0, DRD T ). We will show that D can be chosen so that In [12] , it was shown that when a measurement is transformed so thatR = I the nonlinearity measure (26) simplifies to
where
is the nonlinearity measure of the ith transformed measurement element. In Appendix A it is shown that
In this case the measurement related error terms of transformed measurementR andΞ h are diagonal. This makes the measurements independent and allows the update of the state one element at a time.
In PUKF nonlinearities are minimized so that η 1 (30) is as small as possible. Then η 2 is minimized so that η 1 does not change, and η 3 so that η 1 and η 2 do not change etc. The decorrelation transformation D that does the desired nonlinearity minimization can be computed by first computing a matrix square root (16) of the measurement covariance
and then an eigendecomposition of
We assume that eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix Λ are sorted in ascending order. The transformation matrix is now
Proof that this transformation minimizes the nonlinearity measures is given in Appendix B. After transforming the measurement with this matrix, the measurement covariancê R = I andΞ h = Λ. After the measurements are decorrelated (multiplied with D), the part of measurements that have low nonlinearity (Λ [i,i] ≤ η threshold ) are used in the EKF2 update step (Section II). If none of measurements fulfill this requirement then the most linear measurement is used to update the state. Then the same process is repeated for the remaining transformed measurements until all measurements are processed. The PUKF algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Figure 1 shows how two second order polynomial measurements change in the transformation into one linear measurement and one polynomial measurement. In PUKF the linear measurement is applied first and then the polynomial measurement is applied using the state updated by a partial measurement. EKF2 applies both measurements at once and the posterior estimate is the same for the original and transformed measurements as shown in Appendix A. The posterior estimate of PUKF is significantly more accurate than the EKF2 posterior estimate.
IV. TESTS
We compare the proposed PUKF with other Kalman filter extensions and a PF in three different simulation setups. The PUKF was tested with 4 different values for η threshold . When η threshold = ∞ all measurements are updated at once and the algorithm is a numerical EKF2. When η threshold < 0 measurements are processed one at a time and when η threshold = 0 all linear measurement elements are first processed together and then nonlinear measurement elements one by one. Due to input : Prior state: µ -mean P -covariance Measurement: y -value, h( · ) -function, R -covariance output : Updated state: µ -mean, P -covariance parameters: η threshold -nonlinearity limit, γ -measurement function evaluation spread
Compute ξ h and Ξ h (20) and (23)
7
Compute U and Λ (33)
Choose largest k so that
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for doing the measurement update in PUKF numerical roundoff errors it is better to use a small positive η threshold to achieve this kind of behaviour. In our tests we use values {−∞, 0.1, 1, ∞} for η threshold .
EKF and EKF2 are implemented as explained in Section II with analytical Jacobians and Hessians. RUF is implemented according to [7] with 3 and 10 steps. IKF uses 10 iterations. For UKF the values for sigma point parameters are α = 10 −3 , κ = 0, β = 2. All Kalman filter extensions are programmed in the with similar levels of code optimizations, but the runtimes should still be considered to be only indicative. The PF used here is a bootstrap particle filter that does systematic resampling at every time step [14] .
In every test scenario the state transition model is linear time-invariant x t = J f x t−1 + ε x , where ε x ∼ N(0, W ). Thus, the prediction step (5)-(6) can be computed analytically and all Kalman filter extensions in tests use the analytical prediction.
The first test scenario is chosen to be very well suited for p r i or t r u e p ost e r i or E K F 2 P U K F af t e r u p d at e w i t hŷ 1 F i n al P U K F p ost e r i or PUKF. The measurement model used is
where ε y ∼ N(0, 8I + 1) and 1 is a matrix of ones. This model can be transformed intô
whereε y ∼ N(0, I). The first three elements of the transformed measurement model are linear and PUKF with η threshold ∈ {0.1, 1} uses the three linear measurements first to update the state. In this test scenario the prior mean is at the origin, the prior and state transition noise covariances are both 16I, and the state transition matrix is an identity matrix.
Results for positioning with measurement model (35) are presented in Figure 2 . The markers in the figure on top shows the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% quantiles of mean errors for each method. The quantiles are computed from 1000 runs show the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% quantiles of mean errors for each method. In the bottom figure the markers show how often the true state was within estimated error ellipsoids containing 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% of the probability mass.
consisting of 10 steps each. To show the quantiles better a logarithmic scale for error is used. PUKF (η threshold < ∞) is the most accurate of the Kalman filter extensions by a large margin. When η threshold = ∞ all measurements are processed at once and the result is the same as with EKF2, as expected. In this test scenario the PUKF performs clearly the best and methods that use EKF linearizations have very large errors. PUKF also outperforms PF with similar runtime. In the bottom plot the accuracy of covariance estimates of different Kalman filter extensions are compared. For this plot we compute how often the true state is within the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% ellipsoids of the Gaussian posterior. That is, a true location is within the p ellipsoid when
where x true is the true state, µ and P are the posterior mean and covariance computed by the filter, and χ 2 n is the cumulative density function of the chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom. The filter's error estimate is reliable when markers are close to the p values (dotted lines in the Figure) . From the figure it is evident that PUKF and EKF2 have the most reliable error estimates and all other methods have too small covariance matrices.
In our second test scenario the planar location of a target is estimated using bearing measurements. When the target is close to the sensor the measurement is nonlinear, but when the target is far away the measurement becomes almost linear. The measurement model is
where atan2 is the four quadrant inverse tangent and r is the sensor location. Because angles are periodic in the evaluation of measurement function an integer multiple of 2π is added to the measurement function values to make each measurement value as close as possible to the realized measurement value. In the test scenario two bearings measurements are used, one from a sensor close to the prior and the second from a sensor far away. A representative initial state update using UKF, EKF2, RUF and PUKF is shown in Figure 3 . The red line encloses the same probability mass of the true posterior as the 1 · σ ellipses (black lines) of the Gaussian approximations computed with different Kalman filter extensions. The measurement from the distant sensor is almost linear within the prior and UKF uses it correctly, but the linearization of the estimate from the nearby sensor is not good and the resulting posterior is very narrow (EKF would be similar). In the EKF2 update the second order term of the measurement from the nearby sensor is so large that EKF2 almost completely ignores that measurement and the prior is updated only using the measurement from the distant sensor. The iterative update of RUF results in an estimate with small covariance that has similar shape as the true covariance. The mean of the true posterior is not inside the one-sigma ellipses of the RUF estimate and the mean is too close to the nearby sensor.
The first transformed measurement used by PUKF is almost the same as the measurement from the distant sensor and the estimate after the first partial update is similar to the EKF2 estimate. Because estimate updated with the first measurement is further away from the nearby sensor the linearization of the second measurement is better and the posterior estimate is closer to the true posterior than with EKF2. The covariance estimate produced by PUKF is more conservative than the RUF of UKF covariances. 
where ε x ∼ N 0, Figure 4 shows that the PUKF provides the best accuracy. Interestingly RUF with 3 iterations has better accuracy than with 20 iterations. From the plot that shows the accuracy of the error estimates we can see that the PUKF that does the update in parts has the most reliable error estimates while EKF2 and PUKF with η threshold = ∞ have almost as good estimates. Other methods have too optimistic covariance estimates. In this test scenario the PF did not manage to get good estimates with similar runtimes.
In the third test scenario we consider bearings only tracking with sensors close to each other. The prior is as in previous test scenario. The state transition function is also (39) but the state transition noise is higher:
The initial state and representative first updates are shown in Figure 5 . In this Figure UKF and RUF estimates have very small covariances and so the plots are magnified. The UKF estimate mean is closer to the true mean than EKF2 and PUKF estimates, but the covariance of the estimate is very small. RUF has better estimate than UKF, but the estimate is biased towards the sensor locations. Because both sensors are nearby and have large second order terms EKF2 and PUKF estimates do not differ much.
Results for estimating 10 step tracks 1000 times are shown in Figure 6 . In this case the RUF has the best accuracy. In PUKF there is only very small differences whether all of the measurement are used at once or a nonlinearity threshold is used. This means that in this measurement geometry the partitioned update does not improve accuracy. EKF2 has better covariance estimates than the numerical update PUKF even though it had larger errors. The covariance estimates produced by RUF were again too small.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a new extension of the Kalman filter: Partitioned Update Kalman Filter (PUKF). The proposed filter evaluates nonlinearity of a multidimensional measurement and transforms the measurement so that some dimensions of the measurement have as low nonlinearity as possible. PUKF does the update of the state using the measurement in parts, so that parts with smallest amounts of nonlinearity are processed first. The proposed algorithm improves estimation results when measurements are such that the partial update reduces the nonlinearity of the remaining part. According to the simulated tests the PUKF improves the estimates when measurements can be transformed so that an informative linear part of the measurement can be extracted.
In many practical situations the almost linear part could be extracted manually e.g. Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements are almost linear and they could be applied before other measurements. The proposed algorithm does the separation automatically and when using the numerical algorithm for computing the prediction and update analytical differentiation is not required.
In our tests the estimated covariances produced by EKF2 and PUKF were the most accurate. In [7] it was claimed that In this comparison 92% of samples should be within the 3 · σ range. For their results they had only 100 samples and from the resulting figure it is hard to see how many samples exactly are within the range, but for EKF2 most of the points are within the range and some are outside. In our tests, among other Kalman filter extensions RUF had good accuracy, but it provided too small covariance matrices. In future it could be interesting to extend RUF [7] to use EKF2-like statistical second order linearization and then fuse it with the proposed algorithm.
Another use case for PUKF is merging it with Binomial Gaussian mixture filter [15] . Binomial Gaussian mixture filter decorrelates measurements and uses nonlinearity measure (30) as indication whether the measurement is so nonlinear that the prior component should be split. By decorrelating measurements with algorithm proposed in this paper and doing the partial updates for the most linear components first unnecessary splits could be avoided.
The terms ξ h and Ξ h arê
. . . 
For EKF update these terms are replaced with zero matrices. Now using these transformed quantities in EKF2 update equations (9-13) giveŝ
which shows that the posterior is the same as with the nontransformed measurements.
APPENDIX B PROOF THAT THE NONLINEARITIES ARE MINIMIZED
Let Ξ h be a diagonal matrix containing nonlinearity values ordered ascending on the diagonal and let measurement covariance matrix be identity matrix R = I. We will show that the smallest diagonal element of Ξ h is as small as possible under a linear transformation that preserves R = I and further that the second smallest diagonal element is as small as possible, when the smallest is as small as possible etc.
If measurement is transformed by multiplying it with V , the transformed variables areΞ h = V Ξ h V T and R = V IV T = V V T . Because we want to have R = I, V has to be unitary. ith diagonal element of the transformed matrix is v Thus, the new diagonal element cannot be smaller than the smallest diagonal element of Ξ h . If the smallest element is in the first diagonal the possible transformation for the second smallest element iŝ
With the same reasoning as given already the second diagonal has to be already the smallest possible. Inductively this applies to all diagonal elements.
